
 

Work Package 5 – Repository customisation 

Overview 
Objectives: To customise EPrints to facilitate the sharing of OER with the wider 
community 
 
1. Project Steering Group to contact EPrints group at Southampton to discuss estimated 

resources needed to undertake customisation. 
2. Project repository staff from both institutions to meet and decide on exact 

customisation requirements, in line with Humbox.ac.uk, but taking into account time 
and budget available.  

3. Team members to produce a brief report stating exact customisation requirements 
and estimated resources needed for each section of customisation. 

4. Project repository staff from both institutions to contact Southampton EPrints staff 
outlining exact requirements of customisation and to agree on clear customisation 
deliverables. 

5. Working alongside experts from Southampton, customise EPrints in line with 
requirements. 

6. Project team members to document the customisation process using brief progress 
reports. 

Background and summary 
Institutional Repositories (IRs) increase the visibility of open educational resources (OERs) 
and assign permanent URLs for content. Both Birmingham and LSE use the open-source 
EPrints software for their IR and have technical staff able to manage and customise the 
repositories.  EPrints was originally designed for storing text-based documents but can be 
used as a permanent store for any type of digital object. 
 
As discussed in previous work packages, metadata requirements to facilitate discovery and 
reuse were investigated, and the OERs were first converted to make their contents and 
format as widely usable as possible. The DELILA team then customised the EPrints software 
to have the ‘look and feel’ of the Humbox repository (http://humbox.ac.uk/). The process of 
customisation largely took place in the partner institutions, with Birmingham leading on this 
work. The original objective had been to outsource the work to the EPrint Services team at 
the University of Southampton. As this team were providing support to the OER Programme 
and there was expertise in customising EPrints at both Birmingham and LSE it was 
subsequently decided that the work could be carried out in house. This was also more 
sustainable and would allow modifications to be made to the code in future without incurring 
additional expense. This short report outlines the work that was undertaken and issues that 
arose during the customisation process. 

Work Package 5: Outputs 
The main outputs of this work package were the resulting repositories at Birmingham and 
LSE. However, the DELILA team also agreed to share the metadata and the code that was 
used to customise EPrints with the wider community.  

University of Birmingham http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/DELILA/  
OERs are included in the ePapers Repository, alongside images, manuscripts and other 
informal publications.  DELILA materials form a collection within the repository.  This 



repository in turn one component of UBIRA (http://ubira.bham.ac.uk/), the University of 
Birmingham’s Research Archive which also includes EPrints and eTheses areas. 

LSE http://learningresources.lse.ac.uk  
This is a repository dedicated to learning objects which is separate from the School’s 
institutional repository for research, LSE Research Online (http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/) and LSE 
Theses Online (http://etheses.lse.ac.uk/). 
 
Metadata  
The use of appropriate metadata standards was an essential consideration (see the 
discussion on Standards below). 
 
The EPrints metadata input fields for an item type called ‘Teaching Resource’ already met the 
(minimal) requirements for JISC/JORUM. The metadata was however configured with 
additional fields to meet UKLOM, by Birmingham.  The code for Birmingham’s EPrints 
configuration was made available for use by LSE. 
 
Additional Subject classifications appropriate for OERs and the PGCert were codified by LSE 
and adopted at both institutions.  These were based on: 

• SCONUL 7 Pillars of Information Literacy 
• Higher Education Academy UK Professional Standards Framework 
• JACS (Joint Academic Coding System as used by Jorum)   

 
Project members at both institutions were able to create user accounts on each other’s  
repository in order to see the depositor views of these changes in progress. 
 
Presentation  
EPrints default installation includes a pre-defined metadata template for teaching resources.  
However, given the nature of OERs, it was felt that a more visual style of presentation would 
be more appropriate and more attractive.  Other repositories were assessed, and building on 
the experience of previous OER projects, the Humbox repository was taken as an exemplar. 
 
Enhanced public views of OERs were proposed by Birmingham for the search and browse 
results screens and for the main metadata page for each item. The layout was improved to 
show key OER metadata at a glance, and thumbnails and previews of (nearly all) files are 
displayed automatically. The code for this has been shared with and used by LSE, and it will 
be prepared in a format suitable for sharing with the wider EPrints developer community. 
 
A poster showing these cosmetic changes is available at http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/863/. 
Before and after screenshots from the Birmingham repository are included in Appendix 1. 
Appendix 2 shows a screenshot of the new learning object repository at LSE, alongside a 
screenshot of LSE Research Online. 
 
The DELILA team believe the customisation looks more attractive than standard EPrints. In 
fact staff at Birmingham are adopting the new style of the public views throughout their IR. 

Issues and considerations 

Standards and vocabularies 
There are many metadata standards to choose from: 

• JISC OER programme guidance is non-prescriptive 
• JORUM requirements are minimal 

o JISC’s recommendations at http://ie-repository.jisc.ac.uk/385/ and as 
discussed at http://blogs.cetis.ac.uk/lmc/2009/02/03/oer-programme-
technical-requirements/ indicate the minimum amount of descriptive 
information required by JISC and JORUM for resource discovery and re-use.  
These recommended elements are standard fields in EPrints. 



o The programme tag (UKOER) was adopted as a keyword in addition to the 
project specific tag (DELILA) and that of the funders (JISC, HEA). 

 
• UK Learning Object Metadata (ULKOM) is the only draft specification being 

considered for formal adoption (discussed at 
http://metadata.cetis.ac.uk/profiles/uklomcore). (IEEE LOM is in the process of 
revision but the basic standard as drafted in 2002 is at 
http://ltsc.ieee.org/wg12/files/LOM_1484_12_1_v1_Final_Draft.pdf ) 

o UKLOM fields were mapped by Birmingham to EPrints fields and in addition 
by LSE to the fields in their existing LSE Media database 
(http://clt.lse.ac.uk/media-database/index.php) which may be useful for 
importing these items to the repository in future.  

o Some additional fields covering metadata helpful for describing the intended 
use of the resource and lifecycle metadata were added by Birmingham to the 
default EPrints Resource Type. All UKLOM mandatory fields are included, 
and some of the optional fields, however it was considered unrealistic to 
expect contributors to populate a very wide range of optional (free text) fields.  

o Given that the default EPrints installation already meets the minimal 
requirements for JISC/JORUM, LSE are debating whether it is necessary to 
adopt these additional fields. 

 
Appendix 3 includes more details about the preparatory work that was undertaken at 
Birmingham including the mapping of UKLOM to the EPrints field.  
 
EPrints metadata are exposed in a number of formats, including Dublin Core, via OAI-PMH.  
Other export formats can be configured as required. 
 
Many OER repositories include commenting and other social features, however because of 
the staffing overhead that would be required to monitor comments and if necessary deal with 
inappropriate comments, it was agreed not to implement such a feature at this stage. Work 
Package 8 considered the role of peer review and OERs in more detail. Reviews and ratings 
were potentially valuable as a quality check on resources, so this decision will be revisited at 
a later stage.  

Managing OERs  
Unlike traditional EPrints, whose content is fixed once published, OERs need to be reviewed 
regularly to ensure that they are still fit for purpose and current. 
 

• When items need updating, there are two options: 
a. If the previous version needs to be removed, the new version can be uploaded to the 

existing metadata record, and details updated as appropriate.  The persistent URL for 
the metadata page will remain the same (in the format 
http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/822/) however, the actual filename  (in the format 
http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/822/1/B010_Endote_X4_workbook.pdf/) will be 
updated. 

b. If the previous version needs to remain available, EPrints has a versioning system 
that can be used to link an item to a newer version.  This will maintain the original 
URL with a link to the new version.  Contributors need to be aware of this mechanism 
when uploading new versions of OERs. 

 
• A new field was added for Review Date. It is possible to browse resources in the 

EPrints Admin view according to this.  This is practical while the number of items is 
relatively small, but in the longer term, it may be necessary to write a script that will 
report and alert upcoming review dates. The team also discussed who the alerts 
should be sent to and the content creator, rather than the depositor was considered 
to be the most suitable person. 

Accessibility 
The following steps were taken to consider accessibility issues: 



• Icons to increase/decrease text size have been added to the public view of the 
repository to improve accessibility.  

 
• As discussed in previous work packages, the OERs themselves are saved in a 

generic format wherever possible, to facilitate re-use with as wide a range of software 
as possible. 

Staffing issues 
The EPrints team at Southampton offers a consultancy service for EPrints software users, 
which the project had anticipated using.  However, because both of the partner HEIs have 
their own technical staff who have already undertaken customisation for other parts of the 
repository, and because proposed changes were drawn up in consultation with those staff, it 
was found to be more appropriate and sustainable to carry out the customisation work in-
house. 
 
Staff changes at LSE led to some misunderstandings/lack of clarity about work required from 
each partner, resulting in delays to establishing OER repositories. Until the customisation 
work was complete the teams were unable to upload the OERs. The code was written and 
customisation undertaken first at Birmingham. The results were presented at the DELILA 
workshop in July. Meanwhile at LSE the work was progressed rapidly in late July 2011 when 
a new member of staff joined the team. The code developed at Birmingham was successfully 
used at LSE to replicate the customisation process. This code will be shared via the DELILA 
website as a separate output and will also be made available to other EPrints developers via 
the  

Conclusion 
This work package was completed successfully with both Birmingham and LSE customising 
the EPrints software to give the ‘look and feel’ of Humbox. DELILA are sharing the metadata 
mapping exercise and the code with the wider community as an output from this work 
package. The work has also been undertaken in a way to ensure it is sustainable in the 
partner institutions. 
 



Appendix 1: Screen-shots of Birmingham’s repository 

Epapers – April 2011 (pre-customisation) 
Search results page – single item, PowerPoint 
 

 
 

Epapers – August 2011 (post-customisation) 



Appendix 2: LSE repository customisation 

LSE Research Online showing traditional EPrints display 

 

LSE Learning Resources repository showing customisation 



Appendix 3: Preparing the institutional repository: metadata 
issues 
Background 
Basic descriptive metadata for simple files can be handled readily in ePrints and 
exposed to the web and other repositories via a range of appropriate standards.   
• JISC OER programme does not have any specific metadata requirements 
http://blogs.cetis.ac.uk/lmc/2009/02/03/oer-programme-technical-requirements/  
• JORUM requirements are very minimal 
• UK LOM Core drafts and comments at 

http://metadata.cetis.ac.uk/profiles/uklomcore but work is stalled at present  
(IEEE LOM is in the process of revision but the basic standard as drafted in 2002 
is at http://ltsc.ieee.org/wg12/files/LOM_1484_12_1_v1_Final_Draft.pdf ) 

 
UBIRA metadata mapped to these schemes follows from page 3 
 
Likely problem areas 
• Complex objects 
• Linked html pages 
These may need to be stored in ePrints as downloadable folders for would-be users to 
process themselves. The ePrints metadata record would describe the work in outline 
and metadata appropriate to handling the objects (IMS/SCORM/MODS/METS etc) 
would be packaged with the files.  To be revisited according to the nature of complex 
materials chosen for the project.  
UKLOM optional fields 1.7 Structure, 1.8 Aggregation level, 7 Relation 
 
New metadata required for learning resources in UBIRA eprints 
Descriptive fields are quite well covered already, and standard eprints includes a 
“Teaching Resource” item type, but we need to add further metadata helpful for 
describing the intended use of the RLO, and lifecycle metadata in order to manage the 
resources.  
• Intended use/purpose – use one description of content and purpose in the Abstract 

field rather than lots of metadata fields in UKLOM optional fields 5 to 5.11 
• Technical requirements – again, just one field to describe Requirements and 

Accessibility, incorporating UKLOM optional fields 4.4 to 4.6 
• Use eprints versioning to cover UKLOM core 2 Life Cycle and optional fields 2.1 

Version, 2.2 Status 
• Ideally, there should be a way of flagging resources that are (over)due for review.   

Suggest noting a review due date and exploring ways of reporting this for action.



Fields to display  
 
Collection/list preview screen:  Preferred layout appearance similar to eg 
http://humbox.ac.uk/view/tags/Wolverhampton.html 
(Fields to display on the main metadata view are as marked in the full table on pp 3-8) 
 

 
Medium size preview of page 1 – bigger than 
Humbox 
(How do we get all formats to generate this?) 
 
http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/170/ 
 

Title 
Format 
Abstract/description 

Author 
Date 
Keywords 
Learning level 
Collection  
Licence 
 

For example 

 

Choose your own 
adventure powerpoint - 
evaluating web 
information 
MS-Powerpoint 
This self-paced activity is designed 
to help students to evaluate the 
information that they find on the 
web by answering a series of 
questions and following different 
scenarios. 
 

Author: Library 
Services, Subject 
Advisor 
Date: 2010 
Tags: Power Point, web 
evaluation, information 
resources, critical 
thinking 
Learning level: CPD, 
postgraduate, 
undergraduate 
Collection: PGCert 

 



Metadata fields for Type: teaching resources, based on Birmingham (UBIRA) eprints configuration  
 

Autofilled values for Birmingham     
Proposed additions for Birmingham 
 

* are already in public view   
** need to be shown in public view 
 

Preview Main 
View 

UBIRA field Notes/queries JISC OER 
programme 

Map to 
UKLOM core 

Map to 
JORUM 

* not 
necess if 
displayed 
in a 
collection 

* Type of Work:  Teaching Resource     

* * Authors:     Creator 
* * Author names  

Use Library Services, Subject Advisor 
 Author/owner

/contributor 
2.3 Contribute 
2.3.1 Role: 
author 
2.3.2 Entity: 
name 

 

  Email address Use team mailbox     
 * Editors: [use for reviewers – adapters?]   2.3 Contribute 

2.3.1 Role: 
editor 
2.3.2 Entity: 
name 

 



  Corporate Creators: University of 
Birmingham 

Needs to display 
for JORUM 

 2.3 Contribute 
2.3.1 Role: 
publisher  
2.3.2 entity: org 
3.2 Contribute 
3.2.1 Role: 
creator/validato
r  
2.3.2 entity: org 

 

* * Title:   Title 1.2 Title Title 
*  remove * Status: Unpublished     
 * Subjects: {Broad LC letters}  JACS class 

needed for 
JORUM – or map 
to JACS on 
export 

Subject 
classification 

9 Classification 
9.2 Taxon Path 
9.2.1 Source 

Subject 
collection 
headings 

** * Keywords:  
Include UKOER, DELILA, PGCert 

 Keyword/Tag 1.5 Keyword Keywords 

** * Abstract: {use for general description of the 
resource and its essential features, and guidance 
on expected use} 

Use abstract for 
all descriptive 
details – covers 
several UKLOM 
areas, but there’s 
a reluctance to 
separate out so 
many descriptive 
elements in our 
metadata. 

 1.4 Description 
5 Educational 
and 5.* 
 

Overview 

* * Date:   Date 2.3.3 Date  



 ** Date Type: {eg Completion date}     
  Institution: University of Birmingham 

Needs to display for JORUM 
  3.2 Contribute 

3.2.1 Role: 
creator/validato
r  
2.3.2 entity: org 

 

 * College/School/Faculty 
From controlled list 

    

 * Department:      
 ? Primary Language: English  Language 1.3 Language  

3.4 Language 
[NB encoding] 

 

 ? Secondary Language:   1.3 Language  
3.4 Language 
[NB encoding] 

 

  Pedagogic Type:  {Use Abstract for description.  
Where do existing ePrints values come from?}
  

There appear to 
be only informal 
standards in use, 
eg RDN-LTSN 
types 

   

 ** Completion Time    5.9 Typical 
learning time 

 

  Task Purpose :  {Use Abstract for description.  
Where do existing ePrints values come from?} 

    



 ** Skill Areas  
[To be presented as additional subject 
classifications/sets] 

As defined by 
SCONUL 7 
Pillars, and/or UK 
PSF 

 9.2 Taxon Path 
9.2.1 Source 
9.2.2 Taxon 
9.2.2.1 Id 
9.2.2.2 Entry 
9.3 Description 
9.4 Keyword 

 

** ** Learning Level UKEL (see 
below) or any 
definitions of 
professional 
qualifications?  

 5.7 Typical Age 
Range  

 

 ** Requirement/instruction 
[Special instructions e.g. how to use the object 
in an educational context and how to embed, 
set-up. Constraints e.g. if a quiz, does it include 
the answers? Accessibility metadata] 

Advice on 
accessibility 
needed from 
TechDis 

Comment 4.4 
Requirement 

 

 * Copyright Holders: University of 
Birmingham 

    

 * Copyright Status:  Need to agree project 
wording 

  6 Rights 
6.2 Copyright 
and other 
restrictions 

 

** ** CC licence:    6 [Rights]  
6.3 Description 

 

 * Related URLs  Not likely to be 
needed 

   

 * References For important 
citations 

   



 ** Funders Include JISC     
 ** Projects Include DELILA     
 * [Version info … later version of… is auto-

generated by ePrints software if new version is 
created using Actions - New Version]  

    

 N Next review due date Can we report out 
upcoming dates? 

   

 **? Contact Email Address 
Use team mailbox – to display only for this 
item type 

    

  Specific eprints fields available depending on 
type of work 

    

 * as Google 
map 

Latitude, Longitude   1.6 Coverage  

 * Media of Output    4.4.1.1 Type  
 * Number of Pages     
 * Event Title, Event Location, Event Dates, Event 

Type 
  1.6 Coverage  

  Exhibitors, Number of Pieces,      
  Composition Type, Producers, Conductors, 

Lyricists, Accompaniment,  
    

  Type of Data, 
http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/cgi/users/home?eprin
tid=165&screen=EPrint::Staff::Edit&stage=cor
e - completion_time 

    

  Refereed     
 N Display horizontally [instruction for multiple 

images] 
    



** ** Collection: eg PGCert, Library info literacy 
(will link to other items in coll) Need to agree 
what/whether to designate as collection or 
alternatively use series  

    

 * Additional Information  
Use for additional comments including last 
reviewed (name, date) and (publishable) user 
comments.   

There is no public 
commenting 
facility proposed 

 8 Annotation 
8.3 Description 

 

 N Comments and Suggestions [for repository 
administrators only] 

    

 * URI is automatically added by the ePrints 
software 

 URL 1.1 Identifier 
1.1.1 Catalog 
1.1.2 Entry 
3.1.1 Catalog 
3.1.2 Entry 
4.3 Location 
?7.2.1 

Identifier 

Medium 
size 
preview 

Medium 
/large 
preview 

Item preview of page 1  Opening 
embedded 
application (eg 
PDF/PPT reader) 
is not 
recommended, 
but can eprints 
generate previews 
for all file types? 

   

 * Technical info (format, filesize) is 
automatically added by the ePrints software 

  4. Technical  
4.1 Format 
4.2 Size 

 



 ** Last modified (date/time) and item 
status/availability etc is automatically added by 
the ePrints software 
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UK Learning Levels 

http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/ukel/ “The UK Educational Levels (UKEL) 
list provides a set of high-level terms to name educational levels across all UK 
educational sectors.”  The list comprises the following terms: 

• UK Educational Level 1  
• UK Educational Level 2  
• UK Educational Level 3  
• UK Educational Level 4  
• UK Educational Level 5  
• UK Educational Level 6  
• UK Educational Level 7  
• UK Educational Level 8  
• UK Educational Level 9  
• UK Educational Level 10  
• UK Educational Level 11  
• UK Educational Level 12  

However, the standard definitions of these terms do not include post-experience or 
professional qualifications. The following definitions, found incidentally via resources in 
JORUM, appear to be the accepted ones for this area and consequently Level 11 was used 
for PGCert resources.   
 

UK EL01 = SCQF 1, Pre Entry level, Access 1  
UK EL02 = SCQF 2, Entry level 1, CQFW Entry, Access 2  
UK EL03 = SCQF 3, Level 3, Entry level 2, NICAT Entry, Access 3, Foundation SG  
UK EL04 = SCQF 4, Foundational Level, NICAT 1, CQFW 1, Foundation, GCSE D-G, 
NVQ 1, Intermediate 1,  
UK EL05 = SCQF 5, Intermediate level, Intermediate, NICAT 2, CQFW 2, Intermediate, 
GSCE A-C, NVQ 2,  
UK EL06 = SCQF 6, Advanced courses, NICAT 3, CQFW 3, Advanced, A/AS Level, NVQ 
3, Higher, SVQ 3  
UK EL07 = SCQF 7, Higher Certificate, NICAT 4, CQFW 4, NVQ 4, Advanced Higher, 
SVQ 4, HN Certificate  
UK EL08 = SCQF 8, Higher Diploma, NICAT 5, CQFW 5, HN Diploma, Diploma in HE  
UK EL09 = SCQF 9, Ordinary degree, NICAT 6, CQFW 6, NVQ 5, SVQ 5, Ordinary 
degree, Graduate certific  
UK EL10 = SCQF 10, Honours degree, Graduate diploma  
UK EL11 = SCQF 11, Masters, NICAT 7, CQFW 7  
UK EL12 = SCQF 12, Doctorate, NICAT 8, CQFW 8  

 
 


